We present a new model for text regression that seamlessly combine engineered features and character-level information through deep parallel convolution stacks, multi-layer perceptrons and multitask learning. We use these models to create the SHEF/CNN systems for the sentence-level Quality Estimation task of WMT 2017 and Emotion Intensity Analysis task of WASSA 2017. Our experiments reveal that combining character-level clues and engineered features offers noticeable performance improvements over using only one of these sources of information in isolation.
Introduction
Text regression consists in estimating a numeric label based on information available from the text. The label can represent any abstract property of said text: its appropriateness, sentiment, fluency, simplicity, quality, etc. Due to their wide applicability in both research and industry, some of these tasks have been gaining a lot of attention. These include Quality Estimation and Emotion Intensity Analysis, which are the subjects of shared tasks held at the WMT 2017 conference 1 and WASSA 2017 workshop 2 (Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez, 2017) , respectively.
In Quality Estimation (QE), one attempts to estimate the quality of a machine translated text based on the information that can be extracted from the original sentence and its translation. The task has many variants, given that the quality of a translation can be estimated at word, phrase, sentence or even document level. Quality estimates can be incorporated in Machine Translation (MT) decoding or used for re-ranking of top candidates, for example, allowing for a more intelligently guided translation process (Avramidis, 2012) , or they can be used to help human translators decide which automatic translations are worth post-editing, and which should be re-translated from scratch (Turchi et al., 2015) . Sentence-level QE is the most popular variant, mostly due the fact that most modern statistical and neural MT systems translate one sentence at a time. In this task, the input is the original-translated sentence pair and the output is some numeric label that represents quality. The most commonly used label is HTER, which measures the human post-editing effort required to fix the translation in question (Snover et al., 2006) .
As shown in (Bojar et al., 2016) , the performance of QE approaches submitted to the WMT shared tasks have steadily improved in recent years. However, the nature of these approaches have not changed much: most of the top ranking systems employ well-known regression methods and extensive feature engineering. Some of the most notable examples are the RTM systems of WMT 2014 and 15, which managed to reach the top of the ranks by employing Referential Translation Machines trained with SVMs for regression (Bicici, 2016) . The LORIA (Langlois, 2015) and YSDA (Kozlova et al., 2016) systems of WMT 2015 and 2016, respectively, achieved similar performance by also pairing SVMs with many resource-heavy features. Neural Networks for sentence-level QE were introduced in WMT 2016 with the SimpleNets (Paetzold and Specia, 2016) and POSTECH (Kim and Lee, 2016) systems. While the SimpleNets system uses sequence-to-label LSTMs to predict the quality of a translation's n-grams and then combines them, the POSTECH system learns quality labels at word-level using a sequence-tosequence model, and then combines them with a sequence-to-label model to predict quality at sentence-level. Though very interesting and distinct strategies, neither of them managed to outperform the best scoring SVM-based approach of WMT 2016.
In the task of Emotion Intensity Analysis (EIA), Neural Networks have not yet been successfully employed. Unlike typical Sentiment Analysis tasks, which are set up as either binary or multiclass classification problems that require one to determine the opinion or sentiment in a given text, EIA aims at quantifying a certain emotion in a text, such as fear, anger, joy, sadness, etc. In the Emotion Intensity shared task of SemEval 2016 (Kiritchenko et al., 2016) , which is the first of its kind, none of the five systems submitted employ neural regressors. We were also unable to find any other contributions outside the SemEval 2016 task that explore neural approaches to EIA.
Given the volume of opportunities available when it comes to neural solutions for text regression, we introduce a new neural approach for the task. We innovate by using deep convolutional networks and multi-task learning to combine character-level information from the texts at hand with engineered features. Using this approach, we create the SHEF/CNN systems for the sentence-level QE task of WMT 2017 and the Emotion Intensity Analysis task of WASSA 2017. In what follows, we describe our approach in detail.
Overview of Tasks
As previously mentioned, we address two text regression tasks in this paper: the sentence-level Quality Estimation task of WMT 2017 and Emotion Intensity Analysis task of WASSA 2017. The next Sections describe each of those tasks.
Quality Estimation at WMT 2017
In the sentence-level QE task of WMT 2017 participants were asked to create systems that predict the human post-editing effort required to correct an automatically translated sentence. Training, development and test sets were provided for two language pairs: English-German and German-English. The training and development sets for both language pairs are composed of 23,000/25,000 and 1,000/1,000 instances, respectively. Each instance is composed of a source (original) and target (translated) sentence pair, as well as the target's manually post-edited version and an HTER label between 0 and 1 calculated based on the post-edit. The test set is composed of 2,000 instances without post-edits nor HTER labels. For training, development and test sets the organizers made available a set of 17 baseline features.
The task is divided in two sub-tasks: scoring and ranking. In the scoring task, systems had to estimate HTER scores and were evaluated through Pearson correlation. In the ranking task, systems had to rank the translations in the test set from highest to lowest quality, and were evaluated through Spearman correlation. The main difference between the data provided for the WMT 2017 QE tasks and the data of previous editions is that, for the first time, the tasks of all QE levels (sentence, word and phrase) contain annotations for the same set of translations. Because of that, one can very intuitively employ any variety of multitask learning approaches.
Emotion Intensity at WASSA 2017
Systems submitted to the Emotion Intensity Analysis task of WASSA 2017 were asked to estimate the intensity of various emotions felt by authors while writing tweets. Training, development and test sets were made available containing four emotions: anger, fear, joy and sadness. The size of the datasets is illustrated in Each instance is composed of a tweet and an intensity label between 0 and 1 of the emotion in question. Labels were collected through crowdsourcing. Systems were evaluated through Pearson correlation.
3 Model Architecture Figure 1 illustrates the neural model architecture of the SHEF/CNN systems for the QE task of WMT 2017. As it can be noticed, the model takes as input a one-hot character-level representation of the source and target, as well as a set of engineered features. As output, our model produces the numeric labels desired.
The model is divided in three main sections: a pair of deep convolution layer stacks for the source (original) and target (translated) sentences, a multi-layer perceptron for the engineered features, and a final multi-layer perceptron to combine all this information. The model used for the EIA task of WASSA 2017 is identical, except that it only has one set of convolution stacks for the tweet being analysed.
Extracting Character-Level Clues
In order to exploit the information at characterlevel from the text, we use a convolution architecture similar to the one introduced by , who successfully employ characterlevel information for language modelling. First we transform the one-hot character-level representation of the sentence into a sequence of character embeddings. We then feed them to a series of parallel one-dimensional convolutions of different window sizes. Each of these convolutions captures the information of character n-grams of a given length: a convolution of window size one addresses unigrams, one with size two addresses bigrams, and so on. Finally, the resulting values produced by the convolution filters are passed on to a one-dimensional max-pooling layer.
In order to capture information at different abstraction levels, we stack various convolution and max-pooling layers for each window size, thus creating a deep architecture. This deep architecture differs from the one used by in the sense that they apply only one stack of convolution/max-pooling layers for each window size. The values produced by the last max-pooling layer of each window size are then flattened so that they can be easily concatenated.
The intuition behind using such an architecture lies in the assumption that sequences of characters hold important clues with respect to the text's properties, such as quality and emotion. In QE, these clues could be sequences containing morphological errors in words from the source or target sentences, or sequences in-between tokens of the target that suggest an ungrammatical segment, for example. In EIA, these clues can be emotionally charged emojis, curse words, exclamation marks, etc.
Incorporating Engineered Features
We complement character-level information with engineered features, given that the most effective QE and EIA methods in previous work heavily exploit them (Kim and Lee, 2016; Kozlova et al., 2016; Refaee and Rieser, 2016; Wang et al., 2016) . To do so, we apply a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP) over a set of input engineered features. This allows to capture abstract relations between the features provided. The output of the outermost layer is then concatenated with the flattened character-level information provided by the remainder of the network.
Finally, we pass the concatenated features and character-level information to another MLP in order for our model to be able to capture any relations between them. At the very edge of our model, we include output nodes for as many tasks as we wish to train our model over.
SHEF/CNN Model for QE
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the sentence-level QE model employs one convolution stack for each of the source and target sides of the translation pair. We configure the model as follows:
• Embedding size: We train character embeddings with 50 dimensions.
• Window range: We use 4 parallel stacks of convolutions with window sizes from 1 to 4.
• Convolution depth: Each stack contains 4 pairs of convolution/max-pooling layers with 50 convolution filters each and a pool length of 4.
• Feature MLP depth: We stack 2 dense layers with 50 hidden units over engineered features.
• Final MLP depth: The MLP that combines convolutions and features is composed of 2 stacked dense layers with 50 hidden units each.
• Engineered feature set: We use the 17 baseline features provided by the task organizers.
This architecture was selected through experimentation. The output nodes of our multi-task QE setup predict three values:
• HTER from the sentence-level dataset; Note that the data from the word and phraselevel datasets are used as a mere complement to HTER prediction. It is important to mention that we also tried predicting the full label sequences for word and phrase-level, but the results obtained were not as promising. We train our model until convergence with Stochastic Gradient Descent and Mean Squared Error over all outputs jointly.
SHEF/CNN Model for EIA
The model used for the EIA task of WASSA 2017 applies only one convolution stack over the tweet being analysed, given that the task is not characterized by a sentence pair. The window range, convolution depth, as well as feature and final MLP depths are identical to the model used for the WMT 2017 task. We train one model for each emotion targeted in the shared task: anger, fear, joy and sadness.
Since the organizers did not provide a set of baseline features, we produced our own features using the Stanford Sentiment Treebank (Socher et al., 2013) , which is composed of 239,232 text segments annotated with respect to their positivity probability i.e. how likely they are to convey a positive emotion. The positivity values range from 0.0 (absolutely negative) to 1.0 (absolutely positive). Using this data, we extract nine features from each tweet:
• Minimum, maximum and average positivity of single words in the tweet;
• Minimum, maximum and average positivity of bigrams in the tweet; and
• Minimum, maximum and average positivity of trigrams in the tweet.
Our multi-task learning setup is composed of two output layers that predict:
• The tweets' emotion intensity; and
• The tweets' positivity value.
We first train our models over the sentiment positivity values from the Stanford Sentiment Treebank until convergence, then train them over the emotion intensity training sets of WASSA 2017 until convergence. The training algorithm and metric used are Stochastic Gradient Descent and Mean Squared Error, respectively.
WMT 2017 Results
We evaluate the performance of four variants of the SHEF/CNN model:
• SHEF/CNN-F: Uses only the MLP over the engineered features trained over HTER.
• SHEF/CNN-C: Uses only the character-level convolution stacks trained over HTER.
• SHEF/CNN-C+F: Uses both engineered features and character-level information trained over HTER.
• SHEF/CNN-C+F+M: Uses the same architecture of SHEF/CNN-C+F, but the model is trained through multi-task learning over the values listed in Section 4. Table 2 illustrates the Pearson, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) scores for the scoring task, and Spearman correlation scores for the ranking task of each language pair. Boldface values represent the best scores obtained across SHEF/CNN models. We also include the results from the official baseline and from the top performing team (POSTECH).
The results reveal that, although we outperform the task baseline for English-German, the SHEF/CNN models do not offer competitive performance to state-of-the-art QE systems that rely on resource-heavy strategies. Nonetheless, some valuable observations can be drawn from the results. Combining engineered features with character-level clues yields a more reliable model than simply using either of them alone, which suggests that character-level clues can be a valuable source of complementary information to engineered features. Our multi-task learning setup did not improve on the results of our model. We hypothesize that the secondary output labels could not offer a significant volume of complementary information to the model. performance of all SHEF/CNN variants described in the previous sections and also include the official task baseline and the three top performing approaches in the EIA task: the Prayas, Emkay and venkatesh-1729 systems.
WASSA 201Results
The SHEF/CNN models are outperformed by a noticeable margin by strategies that heavily employ engineered features and external resources, such as large databases of emotion intensity labels. Nonetheless, our results reveal the same phenomenon highlighted in our experiments with QE: for all emotions, combining engineered features with character-level information yields better performance scores than using only one of these information sources. This serves as further evidence that character-level convolutions can be effectively used as a complement to engineered features.
Our multi-task learning approach only managed to obtain performance improvements for anger. We believe this is due to fact that the positivity values present in the Stanford Sentiment Treebank, which is used in our multi-task setup, accurately quantify only the degree with which the reviewer is pleased, and hence happy, or displeased, and hence angry. Because the other emotions in the WASSA 2017 task do not commonly permeate the act of writing a product review, the multi-task setup was not able to help the model trained for them.
Conclusions
We introduced a text regression model that uses deep convolution neural networks and multi-layer perceptrons to combine the character-level information present in texts with the information from engineered features.
We tested several variants of our model in two text regression shared tasks: the sentence-level Quality Estimation task of WMT 2017 and the Emotion Intensity Analysis task of WASSA 2017. We found that, although our model is not able to outperform classic resource-heavy strategies, combining character-level data with engineered features results in noticeable performance gains for both tasks. We also found that, although multitask learning can in principle help our model, the setup must be carefully crafted, otherwise it compromises its performance.
We plan to further test with other tasks the hypothesis that character-level convolutions constitute an intuitive way of complementing the performance of typical feature-based text regression models. We will also test more elaborate convolution architectures, such as using stacked LSTMs.
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